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Fig. 10 shows a hydraulic garboard bender, which is used for bending
steel plates cold for ships' keels and for doing all kinds of straight flanging
for floor plates, bulkheads, intercostals, tanks, and other ship work. The
angle assumed by the plate at one end
may differ from that at the other end
to any extent; that is to say that,
while the plate may remain flat at one
end, its other end may have both sides
bent to any desired angle, the bending
being performed in two operations, one
side at a time. The plate is firmly
gripped between a pair of girders by
a powerful wedge action, operated
hydraulically; the bending and flang-
ing of the plate is then carried out by
forged-steel rollers carried in a pair
of cradles all operated by hydraulic
cylinders and rams. These cylinders
can be operated independently, so that
any desired angle may be obtained on
the plate. The roller is adjustable for
bending various thicknesses of plates.
Fig. ii shows a hydraulic boiler
shell-plate bender, which is simpler,
quicker, and less costly than the
ordinary power-bending rolls, and has
the following additional advantages:
 1.	Plates can be bent to a true
curve right up to the edge with-
out leaving a flat.
 2.	Narrow curved plates can be
also bent easily and accurately.
 3.	It is impossible to overload the
machine.
 4.	It   occupies  very  little  floor
space, and its upkeep is small
owing to the few moving parts.
The bending girders are fitted with
loose dies, so that special dies may be
fitted when required for bending sharp
corners and similar work. The bending girders and main frame are
mounted and secured on a base containing the main cylinder, which
operates the moving girder by a wedge action hydraulically operated, the
pullback cylinder being fixed at the back of the frame, and its ram con-
nected to the moving girder by a crosshead and side rods. The top of

